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Abstract

Forty-three first grade children who had received no formal in-

struction in addition and subtraction were individually administered

20 problems that could be solved using addition or subtraction. The

problems were selected to represent the following semantic types:

joining, separating, Part-part-whole, comparison, and equalizing.

Ten problems were presented physically using sets of concrete objects,

'and 10 corresponding problems were presented through verbal problem

situations. Number triples for all problems were selected so that

the sum of the two addends was between 10 and 17. For all problems

physical objects were available to Aid in the solution.

Responses were coded in 'terms of appropriateness of strategy,

correct or incorrect answer, type of error, mode of representation,

and solution strategy. Lor every problem but the two addition com-

parison problems, over 70% of the subjects chose a correct. strategy.

There'were very few'systematic errors. Only 15 Of the 860 responses

involved the wrong choice of operation. The majority of solutions

Involved the use of concrete objects, but a significant numblr used

finciers or did trot usu any physical representation.

For the verbal problems, children's solution processes modeled

the action or relationships described in the problems. Thus, they

ix



tined a uf different strategies depending on the semantic struc--

tare ot the i.roblem. These strategies are eunsistent with a proposed

model of problem structure.

r'r tau concrete prublems, strategies were principally determined

by tiit characteristics- of the sets of cubes in problems. They generally

operated on the set of cubes available from the problem statement rather

thad attempting to model the action...

Contrary to previous analysis of children's solution processes for

addition and subtraction problems, these results suggest that children

do not transform, probleMs so they can apply a single strategy. Rather

they have a rich rupertoirc of strategies which they apply directly to

a ;)roblem based on its semantic structure. These results also suggest

that verbaroblems may be an appropriate context to introduce addi-

tion and subtraction operations.



Introduction

A major goal of mathematics instruction is to teach children to

apply their mathematical skills to solve problems. It is frequently

assumed that children must first master computational skills before

they can begin to apply them to the solution of problems. However,

although 5t is reasonable to assume that children will not be able to

apply formal algorithms without instruction, it has been clearly demon-

strated that children develop a variety of informal strategies for

solving mathematical problems independent of instruction (c.f.,

.Ginsburg, 1977; Resnick, Note 1) . In fact, r ly of the informal

strategies are more sophisticated and demonstrate more insight than

the formal procedures that are'a part of instruction. This raises the

hypothesis that, rather than depending on a prior knowledge of compu-

tational skills, simple problems may give meaning to basic mathematics

operations. To a limited degree, most initial instruction in the four

basic operations on whole numbers is based on this hypothesis. Almost

all major mathematics programs initially introduce addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, and division through some sort of physical or

pictortal representations. However, the range of problem types used

as .examples in must instructional programs is very narrow. vor

example, subtraction is almost always initially represented in terms

of a separating model in which a subset of a given set is removed;



addition and subtraction are almost exclusively int7duced with physi-

u.al models or pictures that directly represent joining or separating

ratner tnan with problems that require children to construct represen-

tations of the operation themselves, These instructional decisions

are baied on very limited evidence regarding the appropriateness of

different types of problem situations as initial models for the basic

:>porations.

TMs study focused on children's initial concepts of addition and

subtraction as shown by their ability to solve selected.problems repre-

senting addition and subtraction operations. The working hypothesis.

of Lhu study was that prior to formal instruqtion many children can

!olve a variety of different problems involving addition and subtrac-

tion ()potations. Furthermere, they develop different strategies for

solving different problems. By identifying the processes children use

to .;olve different problems, the study attempted to gain a clearer

pl,:Lure of children's initial concepts of addition and subtraction as

well ah to provide some insights intoleheir problem-solving abilities.

study Was not carried out in isolation. Rather, it is part

of a heries of short- and long-term investigations being carried out

.ny Mathematics Work Group of the Wisconsin Research and Develop-

ment Center for Individualized Schooling. This set of studies has

three faajor objectives: (a) to describe the development of addition

and subtraction concepts and skills in children and to identify how

titL.; development is related to the development of underlying cognitive



skills, (b) to idqntify changes in performance on these concepts and

skills that result from specific instruction, and (c) to ascertain the

effects of certain teacher actions on pupil engagement and performance

on addition and subtraction concepts and skills.

The present study fits under the first major objective. In des-

cribinq thu development of addition and subtl:action it is necessary to

charActerize processes and strategies children use in solving selected

addition and siibtraction problems as well as to identify the error.;

that result from applying inappropriate or incorrect-. strategies. This

characterization and identification was one of the'major aims of this

study.



Background

4

Addition and subtraction problems presented to young children can

be grouped into two large categories. One category is the purely

mathematical presen±.ation of symbolic sentences in either horizontal

or vertical form. The other category is nOnsymbolic problems in,

which the'numbers are measures of entities described in the problem.

. situation. InC.uded in this second category are the so-called "story

problems" pr.:sented in most textbooks. For the study presented in

this report only the latter type of problem was included.

Twc dlmensions can be identified that divide nohsyMbolic addition

or subtraction problems into'four distinct classes. The first dimen-

sion is based upon whether an active or static relationship between

sets or objects is'implied in the problem. Some problems may contain

n explicit reference to a completed or contemplated'action causing a

ehangc in the size or position of problem entities. For example,

"Sue had 8 applesi in a basket. Then she put 6 more apples in that

basket. How manyi apples did she have altogether?" Contrasted to

-,Ateh situations are those in which no action is implied; that is,

Lhere is a static relationship. As an example, consider,."There are

7 pples in a basket. Four are red and the rest are green. How many

of the apples are green?"

5



The ,iecond dimension involves a set inclusion or set-subset rela-

tionship. 'In certain problems two of the entities involved in the

problem are necessarily a subset of the third. In other words, either

the unknown quantity is made up of the two given quantities, or one of

the given quantities is made up of the other given quantity and the un----

known. For example, consider the following problem: There are seven

childreh on the playground. Three are boys and the rest are girls.

How many are girls? The set of boys and the set of girls ate subsets

of the set of children. The Eaternative is that one of the quantities

is disjointed from the other two. For another examplet, consider the

following problem: There are seven girls and three boys on the play-

ground. HoW many more girls than boys are there? In this problem,

remuving a.set of three girls and counting the number of girls in the

remaining set of four girls gives the answer. The distinction between

this problem and the preceding one is that the set of boys is dis-.

jointed from all of the sets of girls involved.

The.relationship between the action/static dimension and the set-

subsct diniension can be represented in a two-by-two matrix (Figure 1).

A Aaracterization and examples of the problems corresponding to the

ceils of this matrix follows.

Joining and Separating

Theso problem situations arise frequently in early mathematics

-instruction because they are qouerLAlly easy to understand, and they

t.vild to be familiar situations for young children. Joining i tilt,

1



set

inclusion

no set
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active
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static
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equalizing
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Figure 1. Types of nonsymbolic problem situations.
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process of putting together two entities to form a single entity. The

action is incremental because the fj.rst set is made.larger by the ad-
.

Joining of the second set. For example:

1. Wally has. 3 pennies. His father gives him 6 more pennies.

How muny pennies doei; he have altogether?

IP/ varying the unknown quantity it is also possible to'generate \

loining'problems that represent the arithmetic operation of subtrac-

Lion.

Wally had 3 pennies. His father-gave him some more pennies.

Now he has 9 pennies. Haw many pennies,did his father give

him?

Separating is the process of breaking up or separating a single entity

into two subentities and then removing one of those two. For separat-

ing, the action results in a decrease in size of the original set.

An oxample

Fred had 11 candies. He gAve 4 of them to Kathy. How many

candies does he have left?

Part-part-lehole

This is ii ftatic relationship that exists between an entity and

iLs two oomponent parts. Some examples of part-part-whole follow.

4. There are 3 boys andA girls in the dancing class. How

many children arc there altogether?
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5. Maria has 9 toy cars. Pour aro red and the rest are blue.

How many blue cars does she have?

comfarison

Comparison Troblems involve the static relationship of order exist-

ing between two.disjoint entities.

6. Mark has 5 balloons. His sister COnnie has 12 balloons.

How many more balloons does bonnie have than Mark?

7. Joe has 13 records. Mike has 6 more records_than Joe.

How many records does Mike h:

Equalizin9

Equalizing problems share characteristics of both joining/separating

and comparison problems.. There is implied action on a given entity but

a comparison is also involved.' Equalizing is the process of changing

one of two entities, so that the,two are then equal on some particular

attribute. Fo'r example:

a. There are 4 boys and 7 girls on the class basketball team.

How many more boys a.Ve to be added to the*team so there

will be the same number of boys and girls?

Other attempts to characterize the different classes of addition

and subtrat:tion problems are generally consistent with the above

analysis. Greeno and associates (Note 2) identify three distinct

schemata believed necessary and sufficient for understanding all



problems that are'solved by a single operation of addition or subtrac-

tion. The first is eallsd.Cause/Change and encompasses situations in

which some event changes the value of a quantity. This essentially

corresponds to the Joining and separating.category described above.

For Greeno, the.joining situation s one in which the direction of the-

chatge causes an increase In some given quantity and separating is the

situation for which the direction of change causes a decrease .in a given

quantity. The, second schema proposed by Green° (Note 2) is Combination,

which corresponds 4irectly to the part-part-whole problem type described

-earlier. The,final schema, Compariton, is related to the Aescription

of the same name given earlier..

. Nesher and Katriel.(Note 3) haVe also carried out an analysts of J

-

verbal ptoblem types. They have identified the 23ame three basic cate-

,

gories asGreeno (jote 2). However, they use the*termDynamic Descrip-'

tion,for the Cause/Change or joining/separating category, Static Des-,

criptiRn for th&Combination or part-part-whole category, and_the

lamiliar.term Corveriaoror-the thirdridintified problem type.

-Anr -c-lerssi fit:a ti-onsyrtor-tg-175fireWITAT-Erbitr ary, , a tiapr 633

can,be classSfied in different ways by focusing on differentrdimensions.

In a pair of studies carried out at the Wisconsin Research and Develop-.

ment Center for Cognitive Learning, Steffe, (1970), who studied perform-, r
anci on addition problems, and LeBlanc (Note 4), wtio investigated

aubtraction problems, simply differentiated between action and no

action in verbally stated problems. They used the term "transformation"

1!*=;
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1.

to characterize action being carried mit on the sets described in the

problem situations.'

Equalizing problems were first identified aS a unique class of

problems by the Developing Mathematical Processes (DMP) program

developed at the Wisconsin Research and Development Center (Amberg

et al., 1974). ln.DMP, ealualizing is used as the vehicle for intro-

ducing the operational symbolslor addition and subtraction and,as the,

, initial 'problem sitgations for which children are asked to write

number sentences.

A more thorough analysis of problem types hastheen reported else-

where {Moser, Note 5). Hd has identified a third dimension along which

problems 'can be categorized. This is an order dimension of either -

'

making Or being larger or smaller. Thus, the joining situation, for

example, would fall into the vaking-larger category and sPparating Would

come under the making-smaller category. Equalizing can be dccomplished

41, by making the smaller of two c mp.ared sets larger or by making the
. _

larger of two compared sets smaller. In a similar fashion, theldif-

ft-ranee between two compared- sets:carr-be-chatmacteri-zedby--el-ther-how

much larger the bigger set is or by how much dmaller"is the lesser'of

the two sets. This larger/dmaller dimension does not appear to applY,

however, to the static part-part-whole situations.

A numbtr ot studies have investigated children's solutions to

0

t

A

1

4
I

1

:6 1

I
- verbal problems. Because the presence of manipulative aids was a part ,

,

of the present study, several studies that relate to these-aids should .1

be briefly mentioned. Both Steffe (1970) rand LeBlanc (Note 4) found 1

A

1:9
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that the preSence oraids, both physical and pictorial, contributed to

ignificantly better peformance in the solution of additiOn and sub-
.

traction problems. In.a recent study carried out44th kindergarten

children, Ibarra and Lindvall (Note 6) found that the degree of con-

creteness accompanying the presentation of verbal problems signifi-
,

cantiy affected the proportion of students responding correctly to
v

those problems.

There is a scarcity of research or analysis dealtg with the

processes children use to sOlve simple verbal Addition or sabtraction

problems. Greeno (Note 2) has hypothesized that certain typis of

problems are associated direct* with addition or subtraction opera-
-

tions. Other types of problems are transformed to one of the repre-

sentations that is directly asbociated with an operation before a solu-

tion is attamp.ted. In.general, the canonical forms (prpbiems that are
-0

naturally represented.as a b or a - b = 0) are direoay
. f

translated to additionor subtraction operatiOns while noncanonical

forms (e,g,, missing addend.problems) are first transformed to part-

part-whole representations. Greeno has little empirical support for
t

this analysis. ,

Most research on.these types of verbal problems also

has focused on level of difficulty of different.problems rather than

solution processes (Neshdr & Katriel, Note 4; Stefke, 1970). This

research has found thdt static problems are generally more difficult

than corresponding problems involving action. If all noncanonical

Froblems must first be represented as part-part-whole problems, one

.4.3
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0

would hypOthesize.that part-part-whole problems wauld have few6r errors

r
'since they would require one fewer transforMation. The fact that they

are more difficult than correspondiRg problems involving action casts

some doubt on the validity of'Greeno's analysis. In any case a-more

40,irect measure of children's Solution processes S6ems to be needed

before:any conclusions*can be draWn.

A number of studies have investigated the strategies that children

use to solve open addition and subtractipn sentences. In.a study in-
.

volving third-graders,-GrouwS (1974) individUallY interviewed subjects

and coded responses and strategies used to solve four different types

of open sentences. Algorithmic behavior, recall of basic facts, and

counting were the most frequent solution melhods.

The largest-collection of such studies have,relied upcn respoose

latencies to infer what strategy a child applieS to a given typp of

pr6blem. The general technique involves breaking the operations down

Into a series of discrete steps; in this case counting,by ones. It

is assumed that the time required to solve a given problem using a
"

particular strategy is a linear function of'the number of steps needed

to reach the'solution. .By finding the rest fit between response

latencies for subjects solving a.varibty of problems of a given type

i .

3.

and the regression equations of possible solution strategies, the most

approprIatepedel is inferred. For addition, three basic strategies

have been identified (Groen & Parkman, 1972; Suppes & Groen, 1967).

To calculate the answerto 3 +_5 ?, the most basic strategy involves1 1

counting to 3 and then 6ounting on 5 more. A somewhat more sophisti-

-

'
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.1
cated and efficient straegy is to start counting at the first number.

4

4n this case it would mean starting at 3 and counting on 5 more. Tht^.44

most sophisticated and efficient strategy is to start counting at the

larger of tht two numbers. Ih the above problem this would mean

starting at 5 and counting'on 3 more. For sums less tha 10, this last

strategy provides the best model of first-graders' responses (Groen &

'Parkman, 1)72).

As part of a similar nalysis of subtiaction, two basic strategies

were hYpothesized.(Woods, Resnick, & Groen, 1974). To solve 9 - 6 =

children might count dcmn g units from 9, or.they might count up from

6 until they reach (' keep track of the number of units counted.

For this particular problem the second strategy would require fewer steps,

while the counting down strategy would A more efficient for 8 - 2 =

The results of this study indicate.Xhat by theisecond grade four-fifths

of the children uSed a choice.strategy by which they choose the most

efficient of the two strategies and by the fourth grade the responses

of all children best fit a model predicted by such a strategy (Groen &

Parkman, 1972).

These data irdicate that as children mature they develop more

sophisticated and efficient counting stratdgies. Furthermore!, the

results of anOeher study inditate that these strategies are develcped

independent of instruetion, and that the strategies that children con-

struct for themselves are frequently more sophisticated and efficient

than the ones they are taught (Groen & Resnick, 1977).

22
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There have been Some studies that focused more on children4s

errors or item difficulties. Althoug' their study focused on primary

children's incorrect procedures in solving open sentences, Lindvall

and Ibarra (Note 8) do report on certain errors associated with the

solution of verbal addition and subtraction problems whidh represented

noncanonical.situations. When the problems were of the missing-addend

type, the predominant error was to,use the wrong operation and add.the

two given' numbers. 'When the problems were related to an open sentence

of the form a - = c or - b = c, the greatest tendency is to
a

report one of the given numbers as the answer.
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Method '

Task§

One of the major variables included'in the study was the problp

structt)re as defined by the four major classes of problems described

etrlier. Problems to be included in the study wereiselected from each

of the four basic classes of problems.. By varying the unknown quan-

tity or, the nature of the action as in the joining/sel-arating class,,
,

both adaition and subtraction items can be'represented irl'ieach of the.

four clsses. For exampl ; consider the part-part-whole problem class.

If t.he problem wetre stated as,"There are some children on the play-'
'40

ground. Six are boys and eight are girls. How:many childken are

there altogether?", the operation required to solve the probleM would

be the addition of 6 and 8. On the other -band, if the problem were

stated as "There are 14 children on the playground. Six dPe boys

and the rest are girls. How many girls are on the playground?", then

the operation of subtracting 6 from 14 would be required to determine

the solut4.on.

It was not feasible,to include all possible forms of problems in

each class in the time available for testing. Furthermore, somie of the

forms lend themselves less well than others to natural problem situa-

tions. Consequently, two different problems were selected

of the Oft-part-whole, comparisori, and equalizing classes

17

.24

from each

and four

Ar-

'.)

;#1

eel

)



from the joining/separating class One addition and one subtraction

problem were selected to represent the par.t-part-whole and comparison

classes. Since equalizing problems most naturally represent'subtraction
400

operations, two subtraction problems were selected from this class. One

involved increasing the smaller*quantity, and the other involved decreas-
,

ing the greater quantitys, Two distinct types of actionare included in

the j*ng/separating class, joining and separating. -Since these are

the most commpnly used p4pblems in elementary school mathematics pro-

grams, more than two problems were needed to adequately represent this

clast. The final decision was L inälude one joining' addition problem,

two join.ng missing-addend problems, and one separating problem. Two

missing addehd problems were included because two distinct forms of

this type wereridentified, and it was not clear which was most tepre-
..

4 second major trariable in this study was themode of presents-

fion. 'We decided to employ two modes, concrete and verbal. Thus,

for each Of 'the 10 tyP'eS'of problems, a verbal problem and a problem'

-.inveolvtng action or relationships betWeen sets of cubes wete generated1

The ,verIal -proMems are presented- in Table' l and

are listed'in Table 2. The concret4 Rroblemd modeled the actiOn in

the corresponding verbal problems as'closely as possible. All problems

were constrNted to provide relatively' iiriple examples .of their type

while controlling for factors such as syntax, voCabulary, sentence

length, and Umiliarity of probleM situations.
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Table

Verbal Problems

T".,."-^7,.

19

Addition

1... joining

Wally had a pdnnies. His father gave him b more pennies
How many,pennies did Wally have altogether?

2. Part-part-whole

Some children were ice-skating. a were girls and b were boys.
How many children were skating altogether? 4

3. Comparison

R(.11ph has4a.pieces of gum. Jeff has b more pieces than Ralph.
Ho. many pieces of gum does Jeff have?

SubtraCtion

4. Separatihg

Leroy had a pieces of candy. He gave b pieces.to Jenny. How
many pieces of candy did he have left?

5. Joining (1)

Susan had a bookt. Her teacher gay%) her some'More books.
Now she has c books altogether. How many books did Susan's
teAcher give her?.

6. Joining (2)

Kathy had a toys. How many more does she need to have p toys
altogether?

7, Part-part-whole

There are c children on the playground. a are boys and the
rest are girls. How many girls are at the playground?.

8.. Comparison

Mark moil a prize.s &t he fair. His sister Connie won c Prizes.
How many, more prizes did Connie win than Mark?

(continued)ri
;"./ b
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9. Equalizing (+)

. Table 1 (continued)

Y

Joan picked a flowers. Bill picked c flowers. What could
Joan do.so she coUld have'as many flowers as Bill? (Suggest,

if necessary, that she piCk spine More.) How many more would
she need to pick?

10.- Equalizing (-)

Fred has a marbles.. Betty has c marbles: What could,eBet.ty

do so she would have as ma.lny marbles as Fred? Ouggest, if
necessary, giving some away.) How many, would she need to 'get
rid of?

4



Concrete Problems

6

21,

Addition

1. Joining

Subiect is asked to,cpunt separate sets Of's red cubes and-
b :White cubes. Cub4oe are physically combined and,subject
iS asked how many cubee there are altbgether.

2. Part-part-whole

Subject is asked to count a red cubps-and b whitekcubes in
a mixed set. Subject is then asked how many cubes there
are altogether. 1

3. Comparison-

Subject is asked to count set of a red cubes. Subject is
then'asked to determinp hbw many ;Thite cubeb would be in'a
set which had b more white cubes than red cubes.

Subtraction

4

4, Separating

Subject is asked tb count set of s red cubes. Subject is
then asked to determine how many cubes would be left if
b cubes were removed.

5. Joining (1)

Subject is asked to count set of a white cubes. A second
,set of white cubes is,combined with.the first to make one
set of cwhite cubes. Subject is asked'to determine how
many cubes were adddd to the first set.

6. Joining (2)

Subject is asked to count set of a white cubes. Subject
is then asked tp determine how many white cubes must be
added to make a set of c white cubes.

(continued)
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7. Ps:at-part-whale

Tabie 2 (continued)

Subject is presented With'sets of a white cubes andb red
cubes and.is asked to count.total'number of ctibes ana-
number of'white cubes. Subject iS then asked to determine
number of.red cubes.

8. CompariSon

Subject is asked to count sets.of a red cubes and c. white
cubes: Subject ip then asked to determine how many more
white cubes there are than red cubes.

9. E4ualizing (4.)

Subject is asked to count sets of a red cubes and c white
cubes. Subject is.asked to determine what must be-Clone

4, ta the r;c1 set to make as many red cubes as white cubes.
Subject is then asked to determine how many red cubes
must be added to make the sets equal.

10. Equalizing (-)
tl e

Subject is asked to count sets a? a red cubes and c white
cubes. Subject is asked to determine what must beThone
to the white set of make as many white cubes as red cubeS.
Subject is then asked to determine,how many white cubes
must be removq to make the sets equal.

.29
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The number triples for-the problems, were selected to conform to

the following specifications: (a) eadh of the addends was greater .

4than 2 and less--than-10, (b) their sum was greater than 10 and less

than 16, and (c) the ebsolute value of the difference between the two

-addends was greater than One. These rules lenerated the following

set of 10 triples: (3,8,11), (3,9,12), (4,7,11),.(4,8,12), (4,9,13),

(5,7,12), (5,8,13), (5,9,14), (6,8,14), (6,9,15). This number range

was selected because the numbers were small enough so that the problems

could be conveniently modeled using concrete objects 15ut.igere large

enough so that is was uhlikely that tany children would have already

learned the addition or subtraction_combinations. It was also more

likely-Mat the children's strategies would be observable with

numbers of this size than with smaller numbers. Doubles and near.

doubles were eliminated because it Was hypothesized that children may

operate differently with those combinations (cf. Groen & Perlman, 1972).

Although the 10 number triples are as homogeneous as possible, it

is still conceivable that differences between triples may account for
'74

variability in children's performanCe. Therefore the number triples

were equally distributed over the set of problems so that each number

triple was pairtd with eech problem either four.or five times. In

order for each triple to be paired with each problem exactly the

same.number of times, the number of subjects would have had to be a

, Multiple of 10. Thus, each subject received each number triple

exactly once within the set of verbal problems and once within the set
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a
of concrete probl At., but different subjects received,ditferent 6om-

1 .

bbinattOns. for eich problem. Per each Subject, pairings were Madeto

that the.verbal Probleini contained the same number coMbination as the
.J

., 1 ...4 ,
.

1 . ,

corresponding concrete problem. This made the two Problems as compar-,m .
1

.

able at poSsible.

,
R,

In presenting the two addend's in the addition-probfems, we decided

to present the smaller addend first. A child who realizes that codoting

on from one of,the given numbers;is more efficient than always beginning

a counting sequence with "one, two, three,.. . .1" would probably have

,the,tendency to count on from the first number presented.. The mdre

sophisti.cated child would realize further that counting would be more

efficient if begun with the larger of the two given nupibers. If the

larger addend was presented first, it would be next to imp6ssible to

dettrmi e if the child had chosen to count on from the larger number

or siffiply
,

om the first number.

Another onsideration in number presentation it Which number

:

A.

should be the unknown in a Subtraction problem. The data of Woods et al.

(1975) indicate that although the probleAs 8 - 2.= and 8 - 6 = Elorig=
. .

inate f om the same number triple they may generate significanily.dif-

.terent methbds of solution. If this conclusion is correct, choosing.

the larger of the two, addends as the unknown would tend to bias

- reipontes In favor of a separating or counting back strategy whereas

choosing the smaller number would create a bias in favor of a counting

up strategy. Since the dilemma is unavoidable, we decided that it was

more important to be consistent between problems so that only the

31
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Atructure of ttle proplem varied. Consequently the larger addend was

selected .for the'unknown in all'eUbtraction problems.

;$,

LC!

The subjects for the study!consiSted of the 43 children in the two:

first-grade classes of a parochial School that draws students from

predominantly- middle class area of Madison,_ Wisconsin. Mathematics

instruction in both classes consisted of topics 15through 22 of the
1:1

,

Develoi5ing MatHematical processes (DMP) program (Romberg, Harvey, Moser,

& Montgomery, 1974). At the time of testing in early February, only

tio aristhmetic topics

Sentences. The,topic
fir

had been coyered, Writing Numbers and Comparison

of Comparison Sentences introduces the notion of.

Amathematical sentence, though at this point it-only deals with repre-

senting a static relatioh (e4uality) between twcollumbers. The other

six topics dealt with measurement and geometry. Thus, at the time the

children were tested, no formal instruction in symbolic representation-
,

of addition an°d subtraction 'had been given. 'On the other hand several

'lessons had-been prebented involving joining, separating, part-parrt-

whole and comparison prelalems. ,In those instancet, modeling with ob-

jects' to determine the, solutions had been sdggested.

Procedures

This study relied upon individual interviews with children to

identify the processes they were using to solve each of the problems.

Ginsburg (1976) has made a srong case that this type of clinical
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technique is the mostapproprip for asseasing.phildrens Mathematical

behayior. Each problem was individually adminittered to'each subject
,

by one of two experimenters.

.t.

For the ,concrete problems the appropriate sets wore constructed by

the .experimenter uSing redand white UnifiX cubes. Subjects wore in-

structed. to count the elements in each,set. If subjects made a counting

'Y

error, they were instructed to check their result. :After subjeots had

determined the number of elements in the sets, 'the aption or relation-
,

A
Ship _ep__eciliad_by_the_pr_oblem_was__described W-the_experimemter, and

Athe,subjects were isked to solve the problem. Extra cubes 'were avail-

H.

able if subjects needed them.to Solve the problem.

,Theverbal problemi were i'ead to the subjects by tite experimenter.

Problems Wore reread as often as necessary'so that ability to remember

'

numbers or'relationships in the problems was not a factor: A get of

cubei identical to those used in the concrete problems was availably

t.5

to the subjectS. They were encouragd tà solve the problem without

the cubes but were told to use the cubes if they needed them or were

not sure of their answer. There was not strong pressure'either to use ,

the cubes or to solve the probleMs without them, but if subjects were

--floundering they were reminded that they could use cubes tofind the

answer.

If a solution process that a:subject used was obviAl the experi-

menter Ceded the response and went on to the next problem. If how a

subject had found an answer was not immediately visible, the subject

33
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was asked to describe hot,/ the answer was found. The experimenter con-

tinued,questioning until the subject's strategy waS apparent or it Was

clear that no explanation was forthcoming. The testing required two

sessions that lasted 15 to 20 minutes each. Half the subjects re-..

ceived the .10 concrete problems in the first sesio ai1 the 10nVerbal

.problems in the secbrid session. For-the other half thii order of ad-

4'

minisation.was reversed. Subjects were randomly assigned to these

administration conditions. In most cases, the two sessions'wete

separated by at least one day'. For some subjects, the two sessions
2.

occurred on consecutive days. No subject received both Aessions on the

4.

same day;

The order of the tasks within the-concrete and verbal groups was
,

randomized for each subject.--Thue'Lea'ch subject received a different
r

sequence of problems, but e'ach subject.received the concree problems in

the tame order the verbal problems were presented.
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Restalts

1:During the individual interkewS, the intervieWers focused on

four major categories of responses': (a),tlie mode of representation

used by the child,in gen6rating a solution; (b) the strategy used to,
4

generate the solution; (c) whe'ther ihe solution was coirect or mot;

and (d) when appropriate, the type of error made Each of these
11

categories will.be discussed in the first part of this .section.-

goe

In the interview setting, sets of cubes were always present. Since

paper and pencil were not available, symbolic or pictorial represilltiont'

,
.

ware not possible. Two.basic modes of physical representation were used
_

by the éhildren, cubes and fingers.

(C) Cubes-- Although no.coding differentiation was made,

the're weretwo major ways'in which cutes could_be used.
4

First, the cub'es,were set out to represent the actual

sets in the problem situation. ror exaMke, ifsthe

problem dealt with a situation -such ,as, "Wally has 3

-pennies and his father gives him 6 more pennies. How

many pennies does he have altogether?" a child was

likely to set out 3 Unifcix cubes to stand for the 3

pennies, then'6 more cubes to stand for the 6 additional

2936 5'
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pennies. Actions performed on the cubes were presumablY

the child's interpretation and representation of the

.action or relationships between the sets otescribed in

the problet. The second use of cOeS4occurred

when the ehild initiated a counting sequence beginning

with.some number word Riper than !'one.". Such a

couliting sequence requires.keeping track of the number

of counting words in the sequence. 'Fcr example, if a

ehild begins a forwards sequence at."eight" and counts
7

on to "thi:rteen," a set of 5 cubes tight be set out
1

one by one. Those 5 cubes do not represent a set of 5

objects as given in the.original problem situation

bue rather counters to keep track of the number of wordi

in the sequence ."nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen."

(F) Fingers - Fingers are used to represent sets given

in the problem situation or as a tracking device

to remember-the numbers IA a counting sequence.

A number of children did nót use-any observable physical representation
%

ho help solve a problem. They either tried to figure out the problem

in their heads-or did not understand the problem sufficiently to.know

how to represent it physically. Such children were coded as:

IN) No phydical representation - There was no observable use of

cubes'or fingers .

Results for addition and subtraction. The actual problem's presented

to the subjects were listed in Tables 1 and.2 presented earlier. The

40100'
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summary of results for 6oth the verftoand concrete presdntations of

addition problems is given in Table 3..

31

Results for the joinlng and part-pai't-whole probledS reVeal almost
'I.

identical patterns, of behavior. On the,.otheehand, the results from the
. .

_

,

,.,

*,two comparison problems show that these problems' were seen as differeqt.
. .

.4

Many subjects simply gavedone of the numbers in the problemJas the answer

and consequently had no need to represent-the described relationship'

between sets,y

4?
The resu lt s f or the_subt raction_problems- ar e presentedin-Table--41

o

In general, most children used cubes to repreSe4t the problem Set. This

tendencyvag slightly higher, in.the concrete problem presentations, A .

larger number of students used cubes for the two equalizing problems and

ik
for the comparison pvblem than for the other.four. problems.; A possible

.reason for this difference is that neithpr of the two sets.described in

the problems,is a subset of the other. It,is difficult to represent

both sets using fingers or to keep track of operations on both sett

4
without some.form of concrete representation.,

The part-part-whole problem in,the Concrete presentation deserves

mention. This problem tab conttructed faithfully according to the

Otructure of the verbal counterpart. Corisequently, it was trivial for'

most children, who simply counted the set of red cubes presented.

Since,the problem gave no insight into children's problem-solving

strategies, it was dropped from analysis.
.

correct vs.. incorrectett_pf_errors. One of the primary

objectives of the study was to identify how successful children are

3 '41



Table 3

Mode of Representation for Addition Problems

PrOblem
'

Verbal Concrete
presentation , presentation

Joining, 23 7 11 33
1-

.24 6 13 32 4 7 ,
l v

4)
.

Comparison 17 3 23, 19 2 22
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Problem

,

Table 4

Mode of Representation for Subtraction Problems

Verbal
Problems

t

Separating 25 5 13

.aoining 1 27 3 13

Joining 2 27 5 1.1

Part-part-whole_ 26 4 13

Comparison 31 2 19

Squalizing +- 12 1 10

Equalizing - 32 3 8

, Concrete
ProbleMs

33
0

31 0 12
frw%

28 2 13

Dropged from
analysis
-

34 0 9

31 2 10.

35 0 8

4

t
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at solving,different tyke of addition and subtraction problems prior

t46 formal instruction in these operations.4in IDther words, one purpose
A

.3.

of this study was to,determine whether children can independently

generate solutions to certain'addition4end'subtraction problems and ,

to identify whiáh types of problems are most difficuat for them.

This information should provide a basis for deciding which types of

problems children readily understand as initial models of addition and

subtraction.

Responses werecoded correct or incoirect depending upon whethér an

apprE9riate strategy'was used and whether,the strategy resulted in a

, correct answer. An appropriat9 strategy is a strategy which would

produce a correct answer if properly applied and followed through to its

logical conclusion. For many of the problems, more than one stAtegy

could be used to produce a correct_answer. The following coding system

was emplOyed to record.thie category:

(V)

(A)

Validity - A valid or appropriate strategy was used. :

Answer - The correct answer was found.

It is possible to record a child as having achieved a correct answer

without recording the use of a correct strategy. In those instances,

the interviewer was simplyTunable to determine which,strategy a child

used.

For both addition and subtraction problets two types of errors were

identified.

(CE) The child used a correct strategy but miscounted or

perhaps used a wrong-number, forgetting'one of the original

numbers presented in the problem. In either case, a

s,

7..;'

tea-

4

1;

\

I.

,

t



wrong answer would be generated. If a child happened,

to misCount twice and have the two errors.cancel each

other out, arriving at a correct numerical answer, an

error was still recorded under this category.

(G) given number - A child responds that the answer is one

of the two numbers given in the origirml problem.

(0) Wrong operation - A child Uses an addition strategy or
4

the given answer strongly indicates that an addition

process or basic fact was used.

(E) This category includes use of other incorrect or in-
.

appropriate strategies, an unidentifiable strategy with

an incorrect answer, ah incorrect guess, or,failure to

generate an answer of any kinds

The,results for the addition problems are presented in,Table 5.

Overall, subjects were extremely successful in solving both the

joining and part-part-whole addition problems. For each problem more

than 88% of the subjects used a correct strategy (V), and over 80%

,

found the correct answer (A) . The comparison\roblems turned out to be

much more difficult. In the verbal comparisonproblem, 23 subjects

gave one of the given numbers as ti. They did not seem tO

be able to understand "Jeff had 5 more pieces of gum than Ralph" and

interpreted it as "Jeff had 5.pieces of gum." Children could deal with

the "more than" relation in the subtraction comparison problem and the

two,Qqualizing problems. It may be that for children 9f this age

,

"more" implies a comparison of two sets, and they cannot understand it

IP -

I
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Tab1b 5

a

0

Correct and Incorrect Procedures and Error Types for Addition Problems

Problem
Verbal

14_Problems

Correct

V A

Concrete.

Problems

Error Cbrrect Error
CE G 0 V-. A CE G 0 E'

Joining , 41 34 1 1 0 41 '40 0

Part-part-Whole 38 37 1 1 1 3 41 37 4 0 0 2

Comparison 12 10 2 23 3 5 21 20 1 3 4 1 5

,

a

."

1



In terms of incrementing a given set, as in the addition compariSon-

example.

The patterns of responses were almost identical for the joining and

,part-part-whole problems. In contrast the two comparison problems were'

not so similar. Ten more subjects correctly solved the concrete prqblems

than solved the verbal problem. Furthermore only 3 subjects gave one

of the ,given nalbers as their response to the concrete problems as

opposed to 23 for the verbal problem. The subtraction results are

presented in Table 6.

On the whole, children were not quite as successful with the

subtraction problems as they -were with the addition problemS. However,

over'three-fourths of the subjects used the correct strategy, and well

over half the responses were correct for every item.
f3"

Except for the joining'l problem, children were about as successful

in generating a corrept'strategy for verbal problems as they were for the"

corresponding,concrete problems. There were slightly more counting errors

in Verbal problems, but this is to 'be expected. The verbal problems

offered More oppor!mnity to make a counting error since subjects had to

construct botil initial sets used to generate a solution. In the concrete

problem, on the other handl certain sets were given as part of the

problem and subjedts were corrected if they made an initial error in

countin(j them.

Contrary to the findings of previous research with older children,

very fdw children used the wrong operation. The most common error

was to respond one of the given numbers but there were at Most 6 out

4 )4. j

s.

- 4;
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Table 6

Correct and Incorrect Procedures and Error Types for Subtraction Problems

Prolilem
Verbal

Problems

Correct
V. A

Errors
dE 0 0 E

Separftting 39 31 8 1 0 3
,

0
Joinidg 1 31 22 7 1 5 4

Joining 2 ' 36 31,. 5 1 1 5

,

Part-part-whole 33 20 13 6 0 4

.Comparison 35. 29 6 3 0 5

Equalizing + 39 30 9 0 0 4

Equalizing - 39 29 10 0 0 4

Concrete

Problems,

Correct. Errors.

V A CE 0 0

42. 40 Z 0 0 ..

41 38 3 2 0 . 0.

33 31 2 1 0

Dropped from analysis
.

39 32 7 3

35 28 .7 1 0 7

38 34 4 1 04
0

_
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of 43 instances of this error for any probleM.

Strategies

*,4t,

. The second major objective,ef A4640Aaas to characteilze the

processes or strAtegies that children us0 to solve different ProbleMs

and identify the factors that lead c selectioil of different

strategies. One hypothesis is that children develop single strategies

for addition_and subtraction and use them in ail appropriate problems.

0
For example, a child might use a sepaiating strategy to solve all

subtraction problems. A competing hypothesis ig that children's

strategies matft a problem's structure and model the implied actions

relatiO71ships in the prnblem. Different strategies imply different
r

conceptions Of addition and subtraction, and -identifying the proicsses

that children use to solve different problems should provide ome in-

-sight \ into their understanding of addition and subtraction operations.

I'll the subsections th0 follow, results are presented for the

addition tasks and for several categories of subtraction tasks. Following

the two-by-two matrix presented earlier, several different categories of

verbal problems wSre identified. From among these, three separate types

of subtraction problems emerge, each having a distinct semantic structure.

These thre-types will be disCussed separately.

Addition strategs_. The three basic counting models identified by

Groen and Parkman (1972) wera also found in this study. Several strategies

that were not based on counting were also identified.
A
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(CA) Count4 all - The'.counting all strategy can be carried

4

1.

out using cubes or fingers as models, or by counting

mentally. If cubes are used, both sets are represented,

'and kheii. the anion of the two sets is recounted beginning

with "one". If counting.is done mentally or with fingers,

the counting sequence b3gins with "one" and ends with the

number representing the total.of the two, given quantities.

.(CP) Counting on from first number - In thls strategy, the'

counting sequence begins either with the first (smaller).

given number in the prohlem or the uccessor of thal,numblpr.

Cpunting may be done maritally, or by using cubes or fingers

as models.

(CL) Counting on from larger.number - This is.similar to the

prevlous strategy except that the counting.sequence begins

with the larger (second) given number or with the successor

of that number.

UF) Known'fact - The child gives an answer with the justification
t

that it was the result ofknowing some basic addition fact.

(H) Heuristic - Heuristi:c strategies areremployed to generate

,solutions, from a small set of known basic facts. These

strategies usually are based on doubles or numbers whose

sum is 10. For example, to solve a problem representing

6 4-,8 = 7'a subject responds that 6 6 = 12 and 6-4. 8

is just 2 more than 12. In another example involving

4 4. 7 = 7 a subject. responds that 4 4, 6 = 10 and

I

V
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4 7 is just 1 more than 10.

(U) Unpodable - A correct anew is provided but the interviewer

is unable to 'determine what strategy a child is employidg.

strategy.results for the six addition tasks are" presented in

Table 7,

The data clearly indicate that the children treate4 the joining

and part-part-whole problems in essentially the same manner. The

fact that joining problems have an astion component as opposed to the

static condition of th4

vake any difference, at

part-part-whole problems does not appear to

least in the way that children attempt to solve

4

them. When these data are considered tatjether with the correct vs.
*

incorrect-data froM Table 5.it appears that.the two addition problems--

joining,and part-part-whole--presehted no difficulties for the wibjects

-of this study. On the other hand, the comparison problems were extremely

difficult.

Although the data in Table 7 .do ,not present the information directly,

an analysis was made to determine if a particular strategy was linked to

a particular type of representation modality. Results showed that differ-

ent strategies did tend to be paired with different modes of representa-

tion.' Almost all students who used cubes used a counting all strategy'

-(CA). For example, to solve the tiroblem that represents 3 4. 8 =
1

subjects woUld generally' construct a set of 3 cubes, then a set of 8

cubes, and then count, the number of cubes in the union of the two sets.

They did not even take advantage of the fact that they had already

hunted both the sat of 3 and the set of 8 and did not heed to recount

4 '7

;4
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Tab1e 7

Strategies Employed-for Addition Problems

Problem

. Strategy

CA CP
4.

CL H KF

Verbal Problems

Joining 21 4 4 5 1 6

Part-part*yhole 9 2 1' 1

Comparison
r.

7 1 1 2 0 1

Concrete Problems

//
Joining 26 1 7 5 2 2

Part-part-whole 26 2 9 ,3 1: 0

Comparison 6 4 6 3 0 2

c.

Ji



them. In fact, in counting the union of the 'two. sets, many subjects

were very careful to count one se t. first and then the other. If a

subject constructed both sets bUt did not recount them bOth, the

response was cc el as the appropriate couniing on strategy. There

were.only 4 such responses in all 3 verbal problems for a total of

14 in the 3 concrete problems.

'Counting on from the first number given'in the'problem .(CF) and

counting on from thejarger numberACL) were the dominant counting
I.

,strategies for subjects who used fingers (F) or no physical model (N).
-

Only three subjects who used fingers in any of the six problems used

a counting all .(CA) strategy, and only one who-used'no model gave a

counting all explanation pas is not especially surprising since the

counting all process is rather difficult to keep dither in one's head

or on-fingers. Furthermore, it is not unreasonable that the ability

to deal with numbers without concrete referents is related to the

ability to use the more a:bstract counting on strategies.

In addition to the three counting,strategies, a heuristic strategy

(H) was employed by a few children to generate solutionstom a small

set of known basic facts. Heuristic strategies alwaYs involved nd

physical modeling.

Several subjects knew the addition fact required to solve'the
f

given problem (KF) and there were a few responses that were uncodable

(U) . A response Whs uncodable only if a subject got a correct response

but the experimenter was unable to determine the strategy. The un-

codable category assumes that the sUbject used an appropriate strategy

but was unable to,explain the process.
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4
sAlit_zity_t_1211._Atz_atejLe.a. Four basic 6ubtrAction respondes were identified:.

They take on a different form depending upon the representation model chosen:

For concrete representations they are:

(S) Separating - The child models the larger given set and then'

takes away or Leparates, one at a time, a number of cubes

equal td the giv.:n number in the problem. Counting the set

of remaining cubes Vields the answer.

(ST) Separating to - After the larger set is modeled, he child

removes cubes qne 'at a time until the remainder is equal to
A

the s copd 'given number of the problem. Counting the number

of cubes removedgives theepter.

(A0).Adding on - The child sets out a number of cubes equal to

the smaller given number (an addend). The child then adds

cubes to that set one at a time until the new collection

is equal to the larger given number. Counting the number

of cubes added on gills the Answer.

(M) Matching Whe'child puts out two sets of cubes,' each set

standing for one of the given numbers. .The sets are then

matched oneto-one. Counting th unmatehed cubes gives

the answer.

Three more abstract counting strategies were also observed. 'These

are the analogues to the first three concrete strategies listed aboVe.

(C13). Counting back - A child initiates a backwards counting

sequence beginning with the.givén larger number. The.back-

a
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wards counting sequence contains as many counting number

words as the given smaller nOber. The'

in the counting sequence is the ansWer.

fl

last number uttered

This is the counting

analogue to the separating (S) strategy.

(CT) Countin(Lback to - A child initiates a backwards counting

sequdnce beginning with the'larger gikr.en ntimber. The

sequence ends with.the smaller number. By keeping track

,of the number of cOunting words uttered in this sequence,

either mentally or by using fingers or cubes the child

determines the answer to be the number of counting words

used in the sequence. This is tHe counting analogue 'to the

separating to (ST) strategy.

(CU) Counting up from smaller - A child initiated a forward

counting sequence beginning with the smaller given number.

The sequence ends with the larger given number. 1Begain, by

keeping track of the number of counting words uttered in

the sequence, the child determines the answer. This is

, the counting analogue to the adding on (AO) strategy.

The ,known fact (KF), heuristic (H), and uncodable. (U) categories

follow the same rules as the corresponding addition categories.

Certain of the strategies naturally model the action described

lin specific problems. The separating probiem is most.clearly modeled

by the separating (S) Strategy or the related counting (CB) strategy.

On the other hand, the implied joining action of the joiningAmissing

,11
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addend) problems is most closely modeled by the, addipg on (AO) ahd ,4

counting up (CU) strategies. Comparison problems, on the oth64,hand,,

deal with 'relationships petween. sets-rather than action. In this case

the matchingAtrategy (M) appears to provicW.the best hodel.

For the part-part-whole and equalizing probleMs the situation,is

more ambiguous. In the Part-part-whole problems there is-no implied

_ :1
action so nether the separating or adding on strategies seem more

appropriate. But .since.one of the given quantities is a suipset of the

other, there are no two distinct sets that can be put into one-to-one
4

correspondence.

For the equalizing.problems the situatidn'is revetsed. Since the

equalizing problems involve both a comparison and some_implied Action,

two different stra.tegies might be seen as appropriate. The addition

equalizing'problems involve a comparison of two quantities and a deci-

sion of how much should be joined to the smaller quantity to 'make them

equivalent. Thus, both the matching (M) or the adding on (AO) and

eounting up from smaller (CU) strategies might be appropriate. For the

subtradiging equalizing problems the implied.action involves removing

elements from the larger set until the two sets are equivalent. This

action seem's to be best modeled by the separating to (St) and counting

back to (CT) strategies while the matching strategy (M) is again

appropriate for the comparison aspect of the problem.

Verbal r,roblems. For verbal problems, ptoblnm structure, does

appear to be the major determinant of solution strategy (Table Sr.

For the separating problem almost thre4 times as many subjects use a

sdparating (S) pr counting back (GB) strategy as used all the other

3trategies combined.



Table 8

Strategies for Verbal Subtraction Problems

Problem

Strategy

S ST AO M CB CT CU H KF

Separating 19 0 0 4 9 0 0 3 2

Joining 1 4 0 15 2 1 0 2 3 0

Joining 2 4 1 14 5 0 0 3 0

Part-p4L-whole
,k

9 0 10 4 3 0 '3 0 2

.

'0Comparison 8 1 2 17 0 3 3 1

Equalizing + 9 2 5 15 0 1. '1 5 9

Equalizing - 14 4 0 13 1 .3 2 2 0

47
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For 1.te two joining problems, the pattern of responses waS almost

identical. LP& each problem the adding.on (AO) or counting up (CU)

strategies were usgd almost twice as often as all the other strategieS

combined.' With the comparison problem, matching (M) was the dominant

strategy.

The ambiguity of the part-part-whole problem is reflected in the'

--.

-6. "

children's str!ategies which were about "evenly divided between separating

(S) and adding on (A0). Support for-our analysis of the equali-zing

problem is less strong, but it is generally consistent with the proposed
.1

model. Matchling was a dominant strateqy for both equalizing problems,

but in both cases separating was used more frequentlythan.the hypothe-

sized separating to or adding on strategy. HOwever, a"comparison of

the WO equalizing problems reveals that adding on (AO and.CU) was used

:more frequently than separatirq to (ST and CT) for the addition problem

(six cases and three cases respectively) while the reverse was.true

for the subtraction problem (two and.seven cases respectively).

Concrete problems. For the concrete problems, the problem struc-
,

ture.analysis does not predict performance nearly, as well (Table 9).

For four of the six probleMS, separating (S) was the principle strategy

and for another separating (5) and separating to (ST) were employed
CS

with almost equal frequency. The only problem for which separating

was not the dominant strategy was the second joining problem. One ex-

planation for this pattern of responses is that strategies were

determined by the characteristics of the set of cubes subjects had

availaple when they began to solve the problem. This is clearly illus-

1 54



Table 9

. Strategies for Concrete Subhraction Problems

Separating

oining 2

Comparison

Equalizing +

Equalizing -

Strategy

S ST AO M CB CT, CU H KF

30 1 0 0 7 0 0 1 1 2.

23

7*

6

0

0

16

0

0

3

0

0

J

0 5

-4 2

1

1

3'

3'

23 4 0 5 0 0 2 4 1 .0

18 3 4 2 2 , 0 2 9 1 1

15 15 0 2 1 1 Cy` 1 2 1

*Includes 5 responses that Subjects started to add 'on and then
switched to separating strategy.
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trated by the contrast between the strategies used to solve the two

joininti problems. Although they both tscribeessentially the same

action, they provide subjects with very different starting points.
.4

For example, consider.the problem-11 - 3 =,?. "In the first case the

experimenter showS a subject a set of 3-cubes, 'adds some more cubes,
0.

and a As the subject to determine how many cubes were added. In the

second example, a subject is given a set of 3 cubes and asked how many

more are needed to have 11 cubes altogether. The key difference

between the two problems is that in the first Case the subject has

11 cubes to start with and cannfind the answer bygimply remm/.41M1.3'

cubes. . In the second case they must first construct the set of 11 cubes

which io easiest to do.by.simply adding on to the set_of 3.. For every

protlem by the one joining problem, subjects had the larger set avail-

able and consequently relied primarily on a separating strategy.

Although problem structure was not the primary determinant of

subjects' solution strategy it did appear to have some effect. The

only use ofthe matching strategy (M) occurred with the comparison prob-

lem and one equalizing problem, which is consistent with the analysis

of problem structure. Comparing the two equalizing problems reveals

:;tx ..,tilYjeuts used an adding on strategy (AO and CO> for the addi-

tIon problem while none used it for the subtraction problem. On the

vt.her hand, 16 subjects used the separating to strategy (ST.and CT)

with tne subtraction .problem while only 3 used it fur the addition

irebtem. both of these results are consistent with the analysis 6f,

Lho two equalizing prublems.
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One of the more interesting differences between the set of cOn-

crete problems and the set of verbal problems involves the use of the

matching strategy. The matching strategy was used for every verbal

problem at least twice and was a primary strategy for the,comparison

problem and the two equalizing problems. In the concrete set, however,

it wds only used on three problems for a total of nine times. It is

not surprising that the matching strategy was not used for the joining

or separating problems, where it would have been necessary to construct

the second set. But for the comparison and equalizing problems both

sets were alreadvoconstructed. It is not clear why children would go

to the trouble of constructing two sets to useta matching strategy in

the verbal case and not use a matching strategy in the concrete case,

when the sets are already constructed. The matching strategy is

.actually more efficient for concrete problems than for verbal problems.

The most prevalent strategy overall was clearly the separating (S)

strategy. Although the use of this strategy was not as overwhelming

. for verbal problems as concrete problems, it was still the most

commonly used strategy. It was the only strategy that was frequently

used in contexts that were inconsistLnt with the analysis of problem

structurv. The choice of numbers in the subtraction problems (11 - 3

rather than 11 - 8 = ?) May have created some bias in favor of separat-

ing and counting back strategies, which may in part account for the

popularity of the separating strategy. But no subjects indicated that

number size influenced their choice of strategy. On the whole there

is nu basis for concluding that the choice of numbers had any influence

on children's strategies. However, this is one limitation of this
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study, and additional researa would be required to demonstrate conclu

1

sively that relative number size had no effect.

On the whole children were not quite a.s successful with.tho sub-

t.rdeLion problem; as they were with the addition problems. But over

hrue-fourths of the subjects used the correct strategy, and well over

. half the responses were correct for every item. Furthermore, no one

problem stoo,-1 out as significantly more.difficult than the others.

contrary to the findings of prevkous research with older children,

very few children uSed the wrong operaticn. The most common error

was to respond one of the giyen numbers but this accounted for at most

esponses for any given problem.

von
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Patterns of Children's Responses

This section focuses on the responses of individual children or

groups of children over sets of related problems. Our objective is .to

attempt to identify groups of children who apply similar strategies

over several problems and to characterize their pattern of responses.

Thedifferent combinatioris of re.sponses for the joining and part-

part-whole addition problems are summarized in Table 10. Twenty-six

subjects used the same strategy for both verbal problems and 25 used

the" same strategy for both concrete problems. Thus, although the two

problems have very similar.patterns of responses (Tables 3, 5,, and 7) ,'

just over half the subjects used the same strategy for both problems.

It is a bit more Aifficult to identify general strategies for

solving the subtraction problems because there are more problems and

more possible strategies for each. Most Of the subjects' general

strategies were defined in terms of the strategieS used on individual

problems. For example, a subject would be classified as using a

general separating strategy if the subject used,this strategy oh most

problems, regardless of their structure. A second major type of

general strategy appeared to be based on problem structure. A subject

was classified as using a problem structure strategy if the strategies

predicted by our logical analysis of the problem structure were gener-

ally used in that subject's solutions. Our decision rule was to

53
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Table 10

Responses for Joining and Part-part-whole Addition Problems

\ ;.Response 'combinations

\Both counting all 17'

Verbal Concrete

Both counting on 6

Both heuristic 3

71..

Counting alI7counting on

Aetristic-counting on

Heuristic-counting all

Other

4

0

10

20

2

8

4

2

4

ti.

4.
\
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classify a subiect as using\ a particular strategy if the subject used'

the strategy for five of the seven verbal problems or used it for four

problems and used a number fact,.heuristic, or uncodable strategy for

the others. For the concrete problems thedecision rule was four out

of siXi with the part-part-whole problem egain excluded from the

analysis.

Over half of the subjects could be identified as using a particu-
]
1

lar general strategy (Table 11) . The results are consistent with

results for individual problems. The most frequently used general A

strategy for verbal problems Was problem structure and for 'concrete 1

problems it was separating.

In the analysis of individual subtraction problems several

pmblems showed similar solution patterns (Tables 4, 6, and 8). The

-two joining missing addend problems (problems 5 and 6) had almost

.identical patterns of response. However, an analysis of individual

subjects responses reveals that although the overall pattern of

, responses was similarr,subjects were not consistent in responding

to the two problems. Only 13 subjects used the same btrategy for

problems 5 nd 6. The.tmo equalizing problems and the comparison

problem had similar patterns of response. For these 3 problems,

13 subjects used the same strategy on all 3 problems and an addi--

tional 18 used the same strategy on 2 out of 3 problems.

The use of the mor6 sophisticated strategies is also of interest.

Almost a third of the subjects used a heuristic strategy at iaast

61
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tt Table 11

Classification of Subjects' General

Subtraction Strategies

'

.General strategy 'Verbal

Single strategy

Separating 3

Matching. 4

Heuristic 2

Structure of problem 14

Consistent error 3

Unclassifiable 17a

Concrete

6

3

18

a
Includes eight subjects who used only two strategies,
four of whom used Ab and S.

*

0
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once, and_almost three-fourths used at least pne of the more advanced

atrategies (heuristic, counting up, or countingpack).
mg

An analysis was done of the number of errors associated with.

various.strategies. The errors were fairly evenly divided over all

strategies. The number of errors for each strategy was roughly pro-
, 4

portional to,the number of time the strategy was selected. Thus,

there is'no evidence that any strategy is mote reliable than any

57

To check for any effect of the order in which problems were adminis-

tered, the strategies of the group of subjects who received the verbal

problems first were compared to the strategies of the group receiving

concrete problems first. For the most part the patterns of responses

were virtually identical. But for the two verbal joining missing-

addend problems and the verbal,part-part-whole subtraction there was

a consistent difference. For each of these three problems, almost

-twice as many of the concrete-first subjects as verbal-first used Cubes,

used an add-on strategy and calculated the answer. It is to be ex-
,

pected that some problems-would show marked differences simply by

chance. But these three problems also tended to generate similar

patterns of golution (see Tables 4, 6, and 8), being the only verbal

problems for which add-on was the primary strategy. It is difficult

to explain why differences should only occur for this cluster of three

1



Conclusioas

A striking result of this study is the ,high level of success of

first-grade children in solving verbal problems. Only roar subjects

used an incorrect strategy fct more than half of the verbal problems,

and over.two-thirds used a correct strategy for 8. of the 10 problems.

Children were not only successful in interpreting action or relation-_

'ships implied in problems. They were'also able to use\Elifferent models

of addition and subtraction when convenient and demonstrated some under-

standing of the inverse relationship between_addition and subtraction.

The first-grade children in this study gave very little evidence

of the types of systematic errors reported in previous studies. Very

'few used the wrong operation in their solutions. Since this error has

been observed primarily with older ch4ldren who have already exper-
,

ienced formal instruction in addition and subtraction, it may.be a

, result of learning syMbolic representations. In typical classroom

procedure, addition and subtraction are introduced in terms of joining

or separating sets using either pictures or concrete objects. Then

children are drilled on 'abstract problems with number sentences.

When they finally get to verbal problems, their response is, "Is this

a plus or a takeaway?" In this format the operations are initially

learned outside the context of verbal problems. When verbal problems

59
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\are introduced later;:children are simply tolld that addition and sub-

tractior,,can be used to,solve these problems, but they have no basis

for usilg their natural intuition to relate the problem structure to

the operations they hove learned. In other words, their natural ana-

lytic problem solving skills are bypassed, and they too often resort

to superficial-problem characteristics to identify .the correct opera- /

Lion. This ma' result not only in a limited understandin. of additiOn

and subtraction but also in adecline in general problem-Solv,ing abil- !

ity,

The results lk thi'S studi suggest a somewhat different picture of
j

children's processes for solving addition and subtraction problems than

has been proposed in other analyss. Greeno (Note 2) hyjbthesizes that

children associate solution strategies directly with the semantic conl

tent of problems rather than constructing sets of 4Multaneous equa-

tions Lased on syntactic information within the problem. Greeno's

anatysis ts consistent with the results of this study. However, Greeno

also hypothesizes that some problems are, associated directly with ari.

(T;e:ation while others are first transformed todifferent structureS.

specifically, joining missing addand problems and certain comparison
10

problems are first tr,insformed to'part-part-whole r:roblems.

The results of this study suggest a different hypothesis. Thu

tremendous variability between children as well as the variety of

irocesws observed suggest that before formal instruction, young

7

.4
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children do,not iransform problems intO a single type and apply a single

strategy.. The-results indicate that children have a rich repertoire

of strategieS available and that they make useof many of these to

solve various problems. .It is still not clear what g.igger6 the use.

of a particular strategy, butat seems plausible*that children solve

each problem typiit directly, rather than collapsing them and applying

a single strategy consistently.

i'he picture painted by this description is quite different from

that proposed by Greeno. In Greeno's description, the limiting factor

is the number of different solution strategies children have available.

Since empirical data show that children'can solve a variety of problem

types it-was assumed that they must transform them-in order to success-
!.

fully apply the few strategies which they have.in theil repertoires.

The results presented here suggest that even 'prior to instruction

most Children possess numerous different strategies and select from

among them a method appropriate to solve each problem type directly.'

No transformations are needed. In fact, it may be the transformation

process itself which is the limiting factor as children begin instruc-

tion.

Arithmetic instruction frequently illustrates a particular opera=

tion like subtraction with several problem types (e.g., separating,

part-part-whole, comparison). Although

Can solve each type of problem using an

separating, add on, matching), they may

our findings show many children

appropriate strategy (e.g.,

have trouble transforming
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these problems a d understanding that d single strategy could be appr'o-

priate for all of theM. Thisconjeeture is supported by the small

number of children in this study who used a sinqle strategy consistently

across problem types, andpylthe\well dOcumented difficulties wAch

children experiende with missing addend problems in most curriculum

programs.
?

The results orthis study also deviate to some degree from the re-

sults of earlier latency studies of children's solution of number sen-

tences (Groen & Parkman, 1972; Groen & Resnick, 1977; WOods, Resnick, &.

Groen, 1975) . Specifically our 'Study found less frequent use of

counting on strategies for addition'problems than in earlier studies

(Groen & Parkman, 1972; Groen.& Resniii, 1977), and altilough there was

no direct test of the effect of number size, other factors than this

one seemed to have a greater influence in determining children's

choice between adding on or counting back strategies. This study

also identified two strategies, matching and heuristic, that were not

even considered in the earlier studies.

To some extent theSe discrepancies may result4rom differences

in the age of subjects and in characteristics of the problems. Cer-

tainly it is necessary to be very careful in making comparisons between

the solution of verbal problems and the, solution of number sentences.

Two factors that may contribute to the differences in performance are

the different number domains and the availability of cubes. The

larger numbers in this study perhaps make counting on or choice strat-

(=Aiul; less likely. The availability of cubes clearly seems to promote

64/
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a,counting all rather than a countirig on strategy. This is

trated by the fact ! that thOse who used the cubes almost always used a

counting all strategy while those using fingers or no action generally

usea a counting on strAtegy. To some extent this may result from the

fact that the more capple children, those most able to use more

sophisticated counting on strategiest tended to be the ones who did
1

not use cubes. But the cubes did appear to encourage children to model

the complete problem.

One of the most fundamental differences between this study and

410
the earlier studies is in the experimental paradigm: clinical inter--

view as opposed to matching response latencies to predicted regression

equ'atlons. The response Vncy paradigm assumes that children con-
..."

sistently apply la'well defined strategy to their solution problems.

The results of this-study indicate that this assumpti6n is at least

suspect, and the results of response latency studies should,be sub-

jected to further validation. It also appears that one should be

very careful in generalizing the results of any research of this type

beyond the domain of problems included in the specific study.

The results of this study tend to support the hypothesis that

verbal problems may be the most appropriate context in which to intro-

duce addition and sUbtraction operations. Clearly, verbal problems

are-a viable alternative to traditional approaches since children are

able to interpret and solve them prior to formal instruction. Verbal

problems also provide different interpretations of addition and sub-

traction, interpretations that are important for children to under-



stand. Perhaps by'basing our introduction of operations on verbail prob-

lems and integrating, verbal ptoblems throuyhout the mathematics curricu-

lum rather than using them only as an application of previously taught

algorithms, we can allow children to develop their natural ability to

analyze problem structure and to develop a b;roader concept of basic opera-
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